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Topline Innovations LLC Introduces the NEW Patented, AngLevel™ Multi-Purpose Measuring
Tool

The Diaz brothers have risked everything, to start Topline Innovations™ LLC and get their first product the
AngLevel™ Multi-Purpose Measuring Tool patented and ready for consumers. It is a cost effective, durable
tool that features 7 tools in 1.

March 10, 2008 - PRLog -- The Diaz Brothers Overcome Natural Disaster to Release Their First Product
the AngLevel™ Multi-Purpose Measuring Tool 

 The Diaz brothers have risked everything, to start Topline Innovations™ LLC and get their first product
the AngLevel™ Multi-Purpose Measuring Tool patented and ready for consumers. Founded in 2005 their
mission was to invent and manufacture an all new never before seen product, that is like no other. The
AngLevel™ has far exceeded this by being the first ever multi-purpose tool of its kind. It is a cost effective,
durable tool that features 7 tools in 1. The features are not only innovative but beyond compare to anything
in the tool industry! Now after frustrating years of hardship, sacrifice, and surviving two natural disasters,
the AngLevel™ is now available for purchase at toplineinnovations.com, and will be making it’s debut
appearance in the Inventors Spotlight at this years 2008 National Hardware Show in Las Vegas on May
6-8th.

 This is a truly unique product; the AngLevel™ Multi-Purpose Measuring Tool is a hand tool that was
“designed by contractors for contractors”.  Its distinctive combination of commonly used tools that
 increases the tradesmen’s efficiency, saves space in their tool belt, while performing additional functions
that other tools simply do not do. This all in one tool’s main features are: Magnetic Torpedo Level (with
Neodymium rare earth magnets), Speed Square, Sliding T-Bevel, Angle Measurements (0-360 in 5 degree
increments), Pitch finder (1/4, 1/8, 1-20), Plumb Bob, and 16 Inch Step Off. The AngLevel™ also performs
a number of functions or combinations of functions that not only provides the same functionality as more
than four common and essential tools, combine in a much more efficient and simple manner, but also
provides many proprietary time saving features to the user. 

 The AngLevel™ Multi-Purpose Measuring Tool eliminates the common problem of having to use several
tools to accomplish one task when working on the job or simply doing a home improvement project
through it’s many time saving functions. This is a 7 in 1 tool that is great for virtually any trade including
but not limited to Carpenters, Framers, Roofers, Siders, Plumbers, Electricians, Do it yourselfers and more.
“It’s so exciting to hear from satisfied customers thanking us and praising the quality and usefulness of the
AngLevel, more and more we’re discovering that it’s useful to different trades and professions. AngLevel
owners’ are constantly discovering new ways in which our product can be used”. Jeff Diaz Co-Inventor,
President &CEO.  

The idea for the AngLevel™ came to the brother’s while working as framers and vinyl siders for Geoff's
company, Topline Construction. “Our problem was that all too often to complete a single task we would
have to use 3 sometimes 4 different tools, in 3 different steps to achieve what the AngLevel™ completes in
just one simplified step with a single tool. We wondered why “they” [Tool manufacturers] hadn’t come up
with a tool for the job, then realized we should be the manufacturer”, says Geoff Diaz Co-Inventor,
Executive Chief Operating Officer.  

 Soon after they decided to put everything on the line to start Topline Innovations™ LLC and develop the
AngLevel™ “Once we had a working prototype we knew we could help to ease other people’s frustrations
on the job. It’s been a long road we quit our jobs, refinanced our homes, and put our life savings into the
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company. Then when it all seemed to being coming together, we had to overcome tragedy. We virtually lost
everything after being hit hard in two presidentially declared flood disasters a year apart that nearly claimed
my home and everything we had worked for twice, as my brother and I have struggled and still struggle, but
we keep in mind that the more we endure, and bigger the sacrifice, will make achieving SUCCESS that
much more sweet.
” Jeff Diaz Co-Inventor, President &CEO.  

 Despite all this they have over come the obstacles and invented, patented, manufactured and are now ready
to distribute the AngLevel™ Multi-Purpose Measuring Tool, an extremely unique tool that’s bound to have
an impact on the market, and on it’s consumers work days. The AngLevel™ Multi-Purpose Measuring Tool
is now available for purchase at toplineinnovations.com for $ 29.99, will be making it’s debut appearance at
this years 2008 National Hardware Show in Las Vegas on May 6-8th  and will be featured The Inventors
Spotlight .

About Topline Innovations™ LLC: 
 Topline Innovations™ LLC is a 100% minority owned and operated American Tool Manufacturing and
Distribution Company. Located in Tewksbury, Massachusetts. For more information about Topline
Innovations™ LLC and the AngLevel™ Multi-Purpose Measuring Tool please visit their website at
toplineinnovations.com, or contact directly at either 

info@toplineinnovation.com or 978-315-2023.

# # #

About Topline Innovations LLC 
Topline Innovations™ LLC manufactures and distributes the patented AngLevel multi-purpose measuring
tool. Our company is dedicated to providing all industries with cost effective, durable,innovative hand tools
that are unparalleled in function. Our tool ultimately speeds up a projects completion time by allowing
contractors to work safer, more efficiently, and with greater ease. At Topline Innovations we believe there
is no end to making life easier.

Website: www.toplineinnovations.com
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